Da New Seize World Report: LOST (Land Of Sea Treaty) Foreknowledge of Gulf Oil Disaster

BP & PB: Obama's Partners in CRIME inc. British Petroleum and Petro Brasil
Da Real Masters of Illusion's Fiddle around playing Golf, while the Gulf Burns!
When BP CEO Tony Hayward laments that he "wants his life back" does he mean the lifestyle he
enjoyed before he sold 223,288 shares worth 1.7 million Euros of stock in his own company BP
on March 17, just weeks before the explosion on board the Deepwater Horizon rig? Liquidating
his BP stock in mid-March enabled him to pay off the mortgage on his families mansion in Kent,
as he avoided the over 40% drop in BP stock value since the Gulf disaster began on April 20. Gee
EYE wonder when Shorty Hayward may choose to ever replenish his BP stock shares?
What really went on behind closed White House doors
when BP execs Hayward, and Chairman Carl-Henric
Svanberg were getting spanked to the tune of $20 Billion by
our "Ass Kicker" in Chief? Some thanks they must have
received for the $71,000 raised by BP for Obama's 2008
Campaign! Some thanks they must have received for BP's
vanguard Carbon Tax/CAP & TRADE lobbying position in
D.C. How can Beyond Petroleum possibly survive this
plunge in their stock value, while making a $20 Billion
contribution to Obama's Gulf Trust Fund? Quite simply BP
has shrewdly positioned itself to profit immensely from a
global carbon tax, and BP are: Barack's Partners in ushering
in CAP and TRADE under whatever shape and form our
Transformer in Chief can Rahm it down Amerika's throat!
And PB are Haole (Howlee) Obama's Petro Brah's the Boyz
from Petro Brasil, where they never have to worry about

having their deepwater oil drilling shut down by the Haole in Chief. No way Brah as long as
George Soros Man sits on the throne! And what kind of SOROS scheme is behind Petro Bras?
How is Mr. Petro Brah himself Barack Hussein Obama ever going to find a way to supply Petro
Brasil with all the deepwater oil drilling rigs they need to tap the huge oil resources at depths of 2
to 3 times as much as the doomed TransOcean Gulf Rig? With a national debt of 13 Trillion plus,
and climbing each nano-second, why has our environmental false Messiah Obama given the
"Green Light" to loaning $2 Billion to PetroBras as reported by the Wall Street Journal, and why
have the corporate Lame Stream Media Harlots not been foaming at the mouths about the
hypocrisy of Obama's U.S. Deepwater Drilling ban, while he funds PetroBras Offshore
exploration to finance exploration of the massive offshore discovery in Brazil's Tupi oil field in
the Santos Basin near Rio de Janeiro. Brazil's planning minister confirmed that White House
National Security Adviser James Jones met last August with Brazilian officials to discuss the loan.
Why would the ObamaNations knee jerk reaction be to immediately appeal a Federal Judge's
decision to dump Obama's deepwater drilling ban? Is knot the Obama Administration all about
saving those Gulf Coast jobs, and "creating new jobs for all Americans?" Why yes it most certainly
is it's just that most of us have a much too narrow concept of "All Americans" for it is our
Patriotic Duty to "spread U.S. wealth" to "All Americans" especially our Petro Brah's in Brasil!!!
For our suspended offshore oil crewmen , and shipping support companies may freely choose to
follow the idle deepwater rigs to Brasil, and elsewhere if Mr. Obama and George Soros get their
way. Oye Vay the hypocrisy of "environmental globalists" is only matched by the gullibility of the
masses who get their information from CNN and the Green Empire of the Rockefeller GE
Network aka NBC.
How about Goldman Sachs whose employees and associates contributed $994,795 to Obama's
2008 Campaign; do they want their collective lives back before they dumped 4, 680,822 shares, or
44% of it's BP stock just 3 weeks before the Gulf Oil disaster? If Goldman had sold these shares
today their return on investment would would have lost over 40% of it's value, or well over $100
million! Goldman has deep entanglements with BP as Peter Sutherland the chairman of Goldman
Sachs International also served as Chairman of BP until this past year!
While on April 30 the Huffington Post published a "satire piece" titled: Goldman Sachs Reveals It
Shorted Gulf of Mexico at the time that Goldman was at the center of media attention being
embroiled in a Congressional probe concerning our financial meltdown; it turns out that
intended or not there was more than a grain of truth to the story as reported by Sterling Allan in
The Examiner on May 5th in an article titled: No Joke Goldman Sachs Shorted Gulf of Mexico!
"It turns out that Goldman Sachs really did place shorts on TransOcean stock days before the
explosions rocked the rig in the Gulf of Mexico sending stocks plunging while GS profits
soared--benefitting once again from a huge disaster, having done the same with airline stocks
prior to 911 then again with the housing bubble." Don't feel too sorry for poor TransOcean for

under the radar of the corporate media, Transocean Ltd.—the owner of the Deepwater Horizon
rig leased by BP, has scored a gross $270 million profit by having their $290 million rig insured
with "improvements" totalling $560 Million from their engulfed rig via post-disaster insurance
payouts. Somebody must have been studying Larry Silverstein's Insurance Playbook!
In mid-May, the House of Representatives energy and commerce committee discovered
documents and company briefings that were suggestive that BP, the well’s owner; Transocean, the
rig owner; and Haliburton, the company which cemented into place the casing for the well,
ignored numerous April tests that indicated faulty equipment. Among the failures were a dead
battery in the blowout preventer, indications of a breach in the well casing, and “failure” in the
shear ram, which was the device responsible for cutting through and sealing the drill pipe in the
event of blowout.
Meanwhile as the energy and commerce committee examined the gross negligence on the part of
the oil industry partners, Senator John Kerry and Joe Lieberman introduced a climate and energy
bill that for the very first time will put a price on carbon and impose cuts in greenhouse gas
emissions. Imagine a tax on Carbon Dioxide the very essence we exhale, and a tax on Cow farts!
“This is a bill for energy independence after a devastating oil spill, a bill to hold polluters
accountable, a bill for billions of dollars to create the next generation of jobs and a bill to end
America’s addiction to foreign oil,” said Kerry, who believes the oil spill would help get the
American Power Act passed. The passage of this law is viewed by experts as essential to a global
deal on climate change.
Short Selling 101
Most investors buy stocks much the way they buy Real Estate: They try to buy cheap, and sell
high. Shrewd traders, however, try to accomplish the same thing in reverse order. When they
think a stock will decrease in value, they sell the stock first, in the belief that they will be able to
buy it back in the future at a lower price. This is known as short-selling. In order to sell a stock
short, a trader who does not already own the stock must work with a stockbroker who will lend
him/her the stock to sell; this is a normal service provided by stock brokerage firms. At least in
theory, an investor can wait a long time before buying back the stock that they have sold
("covering the short").
Short-selling can be a highly successful trading strategy for an investor who knows how to time
the market and can recognize overpriced stocks before the general public does. On the other
hand, it can be highly risky: Since there is no upper limit to how high the stock being shorted can
rise in price, the potential loss to the short-seller is infinite. On the other hand, the investor who
shorts a stock with advance knowledge of news that will cause its price to plunge precipitously
can make a killing. Or if they get caught they may serve soft time like Martha Stewart had to!

Other Financial firms also sold off huge chunks of BP stock during the first quarter of 2010.
Wachovia, owned by Wells Fargo sold off 2,667,419 shares; while Swiss bank UBS bailed
2,125,566 shares of BP from their investment portfolio. While Goldman Sachs sold more of their
BP Shares during the first quarter than any other financial firm did, Wachovia and UBS sold
greater percentages of their BP stock; those being, 98 percent and 97 percent respectively. Can
you say "Whoa nervous Nellies!" for BP's stock values shall surely rise again, especially when and
if the ObamaNation Administration Rahm's Cap & Trade down our throats!
As Keith Olbermann protest's this mess is not's "Obama's Katrina" it's "Cheney's Katrina" since
"Cheney's Halliburton" choose to use sea water instead or more expensive drilling fluid to control
the buildup of pressure in the Deepwater well, and was forced to admit in testimony at a
congressional hearing last month that Halliburton personnel carried out a cementing operation
on the Deepwater wells fissures just 20 hours before the explosion that killed 11 of the rig's crew.
Halliburton has already been named in the majority of some two dozen lawsuits already filed
concerning culpability in their alleged "faulty cementing" and "improperly sealing" the cap of the
Deepwater Horizon well resulting in the Gulf Oil Disaster.
Speaking of Halliburton; what a sure stroke of fortune that they had the
foresight to seal their acquisition of Oil Well fire, and cleanup specialists
Boots & Coots whose Board of Directors agreed to terms to sell out to
Halliburton for $240 million on April 9 scarcely more than a fortnight
before the "WELL CONTROL ALLIANCE" would get the call to come
to the rescue of the raging inferno aboard Transocean's Deepwater rig?
Boots and Coots Shareholders will get $1.73 in cash, and $1.27 in
Halliburton Stock for every share of Boots and Coots in their portfolios.
Founded by legendary
"Hellfighters" Edward
"Coots" Matthews, and
Asger "Boots" Hansen,
Boots and Coots
established "the most
highly capable group of
well control specialists
and engineers in the
world" who along with
the Red Adair company
controlled over 30% of
the 700 Oil well fires set off by Saddam Hussein's soldiers during the1991 Persian Gulf War.

While Halliburton's transformed "Hellfighters" were unable to
extinguish the raging inferno aboard TransOceans doomed Deepwater
Horizon rig before it sank to the Gulf's floor nearly a mile below,
Halliburton had the foresight to be well set up to earn primary "cleanup
contracts" from BP and the Obama Administration to create "new jobs"
for those Gulf fishermen and Oil Platform support personnel whose
lives have already been CHANGED forever by the "BP spill."
Thus "Cheney's Halliburton" who has profited immensely from the "Bush Wars" in Iraq, and
Afghanistan including extinguishing the raging Kuwaiti oil well fires lit by Saddam Hussein's
Lackey's suddenly finds itself on the frontlines of Obama's Gulf "Cleanup Battle Plan" in our
nations biggest environmental mess ever as described by Barack Hussein Obama:
"Tonight I’d like to lay out for you what our battle plan is going forward: what we’re doing to
clean up the oil, what we’re doing to help our neighbors in the Gulf, and what we’re doing to
make sure that a catastrophe like this never happens again. (CAP & TRADE Carbon Tax!)First,
the cleanup. From the very beginning of this crisis, the federal government has been in charge of
the largest environmental cleanup effort in our nation’s history -"
Is it just us conspiracy theory "Kooks" or is there a connection between the name Hussein, and
Oil Well inferno's from the "Lake of Fire and Brimstone"? Did you find it odd that Obama made
no mention about his plans to "plug the damn hole" (his previous remark) during his oval office
speech? Is there overwhelming evidence of insider financial trading by Barack Hussein Obama's
Campaign Partners: EYE AM knot saying for "None Dare Call It a Conspiracy!" Thus to Dust
Sayeth
Go to now, ye rich men, weep and howl for your miseries that shall come upon you.
Your riches are corrupted, and your garments are motheaten. Your gold and silver is
cankered; and the rust of them shall be a witness against you, and shall eat your flesh as it were
fire. Ye have heaped treasure together for the last days. Behold, the hire of the
labourers who have reaped down your fields, which is of you kept back by fraud, crieth: and
the cries of them which have reaped are entered into the ears of
T'ze'ba'oth (Yahweh
of hosts) Ye have lived in pleasure on the earth, and been
wanton; ye have
nourished your hearts, as in a day of slaughter. Ye have condemned and killed the just; and he
doth not resist you. Be patient therefore, brethren, unto the coming of
Behold, the
husbandman waiteth for the precious fruit of the earth, and hath long
patience for
it, until he receive the early and latter rain. Be ye also patient; stablish your hearts: for the
coming of
the Lord draweth nigh. James 5

Are these mega financial transactions mere coincidence, evidence of willful negligence by BP who
was aware of cracks appearing in the Deepwater well as far back as February, or worst case
scenario evidence of foreknowledge of "the worst environmental disaster America has ever faced"
as a pretext to conditioning the masses that the world must adopt the radical UN Agenda 21
"sustainable development " including forcing the United States to ratify the Law of the Sea Treaty
(LOST) which would cede control of over 70 percent of the planet's surface---the oceans---to the
United Nations? Would the ObamaNation administration really play along with kicking BP's
"ass" while BP stands to gain immensely more from having CAP and TRADE rammed down the
throat of the US population? Say it ain't so!
Former FEMA Director Michael Brown states that the Obama Administration is following Rahm
Emanuel's Rule # 1 "Never let a crisis go to waste!""so they can shut down (US) offshore drilling."
Michael Brown who according to FOX host Neil Cavuto is "an expert on botched Federal
responses" who boldly revealed his frustrations with the Bush
Administrations resigning just 2 weeks after that botched Federal
response to Hurricane Katrina, handled himself gracefully in a follow
up interview with the contentious Pro Gay Pro Obama anti-Tea Party
Tea Bagger "Silver Fox" Anderson Cooper of CNN who vainly tried to
get Mr. Brown to state that he (the former FEMA Director) believes
that the Obama Administration "wanted the oil spill to spread!" to
which Mr. Brown calmly explained:
"Look, when you have an administration who is leading the country,
and their political position is that we want to move away from a
Cover Boy Cooper: the Pot who called
his Vanity Fair compact mirror: "Tea-Bagger"

carbon-based energy supply to something else, this crisis occurs, the Rahm Emanuel rule No. 1 of
never letting a crisis go to waste kicks in, and they have done that," Brown also said: "They want
to use this crisis so they can shut down offshore drilling...to shut down a legitimate U.S.
industry"...(because Obama wants CAP and TRADE carbon tax/Chicago Climate Exchange to be
as strong as possible) "the President wants to move this country away from a carbon based
energy supply to something else"
While the "Earth Friendly" News Blog Yahoo Green is busy revealing that U.S. District Judge
Martin Feldman who dared to overturn Barack Hussein Obama's deepwater offshore
moratorium, just happens to be reported to own stock in "numerous companies involved in the
offshore oil industry-including Transocean which leased the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig to

BP prior to its April 20 explosion in the Gulf of Mexico..." It raises not a peep about Obama's
cozy connections with his Petro Brahs in Brasil, nor PB's urgent need for additional deepwater oil
exploration rigs. Who cares about Climate Change south of the Equator, everyone knows that
Polar Bears only drown in the Artic North Pole regions. We gotta shut down U.S. oil production
because the biggest contributors to the Global Warming Scam live in the U.S.S.A. The United
Socialist States of Amerika. Hooray for Hollywood!
While Obama has proclaimed the gods spell of Beyond Petroleum alternative energy to the
Amerikan public with Spain as the poster child of " green job creation" the aftermath of 4/20
Halliburton Hell is burnin' inferno surely will result in the metastasizing of the G. reen E. mpire
of corporate greed , global governmental control, and political corruption sold under the pre-text
of "saving Mother Earth." While the junk science of "Global Warming" took a near fatal blow as a
result of the CLIMATE GATE SCANDAL just prior to the Copenhagen Summit the real agenda
behind "Climate Change" the implementation of the "New World Order" keeps truckin' on with
imported oil, while BP continues it's majority control of Alaskan Oil to keep China and Japan up
to manufacturing quotas.

The Solyent Green agenda of the Wroth's Child's and Rocky Feller's keeps churning as they
CHASE us out of our homes via IMF and World Bank decrees, austerity measures, and structural
adjustments, also known as “economic medicine.” Spain’s experience with a ‘green’ economy in
reality is a voice of warning of our woes to come. Spain’s current unemployment rate is 18.1
percent, double European Union average. Gabriel Calzada has furnished a report arguing that
Spain’s high-velocity spending on the production of electricity from renewable sources, exceeding
that of all other nations, creates only temporary jobs. Moreover, each job created by wind farms,
solar power, "Bio-Fuels", and other alternative energy projects brings with it the decimation of
2.2 other jobs lost due to governmental investment towards a "green" economy.

"The sub-optimum allocation of capital was accompanied by European media reports on
so-called “eco-corruption,” which entailed a “footprint of sleaze”—subsidy systems were gamed,
profiteering from land sales for wind farms, etc. According to Calzada, the alternative energy job
program has subtracted approximately 110,000 jobs from other sectors in Spain’s economy. To
further de-industrialize the US economy would be in-line with arrangements of the last decade,
such as NAFTA and GATT treaties, which have all abetted the transformation of the US economy
into an interdependent service economy."

The Law of the Sea Treaty (LOST) according to the U.N. is designed to "preserve international
waters for peaceful purposes" and has been championed by Vice President Biden, and former
President Clinton who describes LOST as a "far reaching environmental accord that would
harmonize U.S. laws to prevent, reduce, and control pollution in the best practical means." As
part of the larger U.N. Agenda 21 this International marine pollution control would necessarily
involve international control over "national" land based sources such as factories, electrical power
plants, refineries, etc. to be financed via new international taxation. Thus LOST can become a
means by which the Kyoto protocol can be enforced upon UNcompliant "sovereign nations"!
Researcher Darrin Weeks of News with Views reports in his article:
OPERATION GULF GREASE
"What’s going on here? Is the Gulf being poisoned on purpose to enhance corporate profits? Or has this crisis
been orchestrated by the illuminists in order to force the United States to ratify the Law of the Sea Treaty
(LOST) which would cede control of the oceans — over 70 percent of the planet’s surface — to the United
Nations?
One must always keep in mind that Agenda 21 is the game plan for all that happens in the world today. for all
that happens in the world today. The Hegelian dialectic is the means by which that game plan is implemented
— creation of a crisis to condition the minds of the people that an undesired change is necessary, creation of
their own controlled opposition to the crisis, finally the introduction of their pre-determined solution.
Chapter 17 of Agenda 21 deals with “Protection of the Oceans, all Kinds of Seas, Including Enclosed &
Semi-enclosed Seas, & Coastal Areas & the Protection, Rational Use & Development of their Living
Resources.” Who will determine what constitutes “rational use” of the oceans and their resources? If the LOST
is ratified, it will be the United Nations.
In July 2009, State Department official Margaret Hayes told the New York Times that the Obama
administration was in the process of working to “craft a plan to ratify the U.N. Convention on the Law of the
Sea.”
“President Obama is strongly in favor of the United States becoming a party to the Law of the Sea
Convention,” Hayes was quoted as saying. “There is discussion going on as to the exact timing of when they
might have a hearing and when they might proceed to have the full Senate consider accession.”[25]
The Times goes on to report that the administration is continuing a multi-year mapping of the sea floor in the
Arctic in preparation to stake a claim under the LOST.[26]
Furthermore, the World Ocean Council, an alliance of multi-national businesses that are dedicated to ocean
“sustainability,” is having its “Corporate Ocean Responsibility” meeting this month — conveniently on the
heels of a major maritime disaster. The Sustainable Ocean Summit is described as “the first international,
cross-sectoral ocean sustainability conference for the private sector - [that] will catalyze the growing interest
among ocean businesses for more effective leadership and collaboration in addressing ocean environmental
challenges.”[27] It just so happens that two of the founding members of the World Ocean Council are
ExxonMobil and TransOcean.[28]"

Mr. Weeks insightful analysis has raised many questions and red flags, about this epic disaster
reality show, he avoids making any specific accusations of the parties involved. At this point only

Noah's all the facts, and just who are the Profit Ticks to blame for this potentially
horrific mess that has the capability to become a disaster of Prophetical proportions.
While Barack Hussein Obama benefitted immensely at the hands of Goldman Sach's, and BP
during the 2008 Campaign, we have no grounds to individually accuse any of these parties of
intentionally conspiring to blow up the Deepwater Horizon rig, however rest assured that any
and all culpability, whether deliberate or UNintentional in this greatest environmental disaster in
U.S. History shall ultimately be judged and restored by
(YHWH) the creator of the
heavens, and the earth. Fair nuff'!
Da Gulf of Mexico itself may never be the same for the balance of our individual, and collective
lives. While Da Gulf has long suffered from environmental degradation, as a result of it's position
as the drain-hole of much of North America from Pittsburgh to Montana, to Central and Eastern
Mexico it still is the source of regeneration for much of the Atlantic's Sea Life. What price can be
equitably be placed upon the devastation of Gulf wildlife, and how, and by whom will it ever be
fully restored? While countless families depend upon the Gulf for their economic livelihoods,
how will this disaster ultimately affect the long foreseen famines of the Scriptural End Times? Can
Obama's $20 Billion BP Trust Fund ever ensure the availability, and safety of North Atlantic
Seafood for future generations?
As a Gulf Coast Soul Surfer will us surfers find Kenneth Feinberg, yes the same attorney who
handled 9/11victims claims to be willing to reimburse us for any future cancer claims, not to
mention our added financial burden of having to use baby oil to get the tar balls off our boards,
and ourselves? Of course not, thus what value can be placed upon the quality of life losses for all
Gulf Coast residents? And who should we ultimately turn to for perfect justice in this matter?

Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but rather give place unto wrath: for it is
written, Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith
(the Lord).
Romans 12:19
While Barack Hussein Obama claims that "Folk's haven't been readin' their Bible while he mocks
both the Torah and the Besorah (Gospel of Messiah Yeshua) including the Sermon on the Mount,
The Torah (the eternal Law) of
(YHWH) instructs us not to bear false witness against
our fellow man, and that truth
must be established by the testimony of two, or three
witnesses:
One witness shall not rise up against a man for any iniquity, or for any sin, in any sin that he
sinneth: at the mouth of two witnesses, or at the mouth of three witnesses, shall the matter be
established. Deuteronomy 19:15

Yet Messiah Yeshua has taught us that: A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a
corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down,
and cast into the fire. Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them. Matthew 7:19-20
The fruit of the BP and US Government's heavy handed cleanup of the Gulf's Oil Spill including
news reporters being denied access, and being threatened by Whackenhut Security thugs is
already starting to reek beyond the toxic stench of the toxic methane, sulfur, natural gas and oil
emerging from the spill. The FEMA induced and Whackenhut enforced Media Blackout, includes
the arrest of individual citizens who are just trying to take pictures. To deny Freedom of Speech,
and Freedom of Assembly on Louisiana Beaches is an ObamaNation. To deny that this is
hypocrisy by our "Ass Kicker" in Chief who swore upon the Bible that he would protect and
defend the U.S. Constitution from all enemies, foreign and domestic is to live in Ostrich Land,
while Da real Sea World is perishing along the Southern Louisiana Parishes. Just how toxic is this
mess becoming, and why is BP not permitting their clean up crews to use their own respirators?
When the "still small voice" testimony of mainstream secular news sources confirms that the
Obama Administration has "Spread the Wealth" of U.S. Taxpayers to South American
Government controlled PB Petrobras to the tune of $ 2 Billion plus, while our children's future is
already drowning in debt is yet another witness of financial madness. To hide behind a cloak of
environmental concern as reasons for his ban on U.S. Deepwater oil drilling, while PetroBrasil
desperately needs the now idle deepwater exploration rigs to drill at depths far exceeding the
doomed Deepwater Horizon rig is verily an ObamaNation. All this from "The One" as claimed by
Oprah Winfrey who himself claimed that he would be "The One" who would stop the oceans
from rising! Noah the sea is rising due to the spewing of a toxic volcano under the Gulf!!!
Is there such a thing as a Glow Ball Conspiracy , of evildoers who might take a leak on purpose?

Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing? The kings of the
earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against YHWH (the
LORD), and against his anointed, saying, Let us break their bands asunder, and
cast away their cords from us. He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord
shall have them in derision. Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex
them in his sore displeasure... Psalm 2 even so Let Da Laughter Commence!!!!!!!
Who will rise up for me against the evildoers? or who will stand up for me
against the workers of iniquity? Psalm 94:16

